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3-month Libor
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ISM Manufacturing
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10-year Treasury

3.67%
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ISM Prices Paid
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IG Corporates

5.36%

5.33%

HY Corporates

8.71%

8.71%

Municipals

3.46%

3.47%

Rates & credit
Treasuries are adding to yesterday’s losses ahead of this
morning’s key Nonfarm Payrolls (NFP) report. Price declines are
concentrated on shorter maturity bonds; on the week, yields—
which move in the opposite direction to price—are 5 bps higher
on 2yr government bonds while 10yr and 30yr bond yields have
dropped by more than 15 bps.
We believe the market moves reflect a view that additional or
extended restrictive policy by the Fed is likely to add to
economic growth headwinds, making the promised fixed
coupons of longer maturity bonds more attractive.
In addition to the NFP report, investors will also receive key data
including the ISM Services Index, Durable Goods Orders, and
Capital Goods Orders. The combined information should give a
relatively broad view of the economy and we expect the
numbers to indicate slowing growth, a theme evident in prior
reports.
In our view, investors are likely to prioritize the jobs data and the
ISM Services numbers. Labor markets have remained resilient
even as other indicators slowed, and with the primacy of
consumption in the US economy the health of household
income is key to the macroeconomic picture. Services has also
been an area of relative strength during the pandemic recovery
and bond investors would likely welcome signs of a slowdown.
Ultimately, of course, the Fed is focused on price moves, and
after today’s data deluge, we would expect investor interest to
shift towards next week’s consumer price index report. One key
input for the central bank is the 5y5y forward inflation rate, a
market derived level for annual inflation over a 5yr period
starting 5yrs in the future. This is the Fed’s preferred
expectations measure and while currently elevated, it is well
below recent highs and approaching its typical historical context.
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U.S. economic data review
U.S. companies added 235k jobs last month according to
the ADP Research Institute, underscoring the strength of
the labor market which could likely bring more Fed
hawkishness, despite other data pointing to softening
demand elsewhere. From the Fed’s perspective, one
positive from the ADP report may be the deceleration in
wage growth to 7.3% from 7.6% a month prior. Fed Chair
Powell noted last month that the pace of wage growth is
currently far from consistent with the central bank’s 2%
inflation target.
Service-industry activity in the U.S. contracted at a faster
pace in December. New orders and output declined as
demand continues to soften on the back of higher interest
rates and inflation.
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Municipals
Municipal prices stood unchanged yesterday while
Treasury prices sold off, driving Muni/Treasury yield ratios
tighter across the curve. The benchmark 5-year, 10-year
and 30-year municipals ended the session yielding 2.46%,
2.58% and 3.50% respectively.
Investors pulled about $2.5B from municipal bonds funds
during the first week of the year, marking the fourth
consecutive week of withdrawals. Long-term funds saw the
majority of outflows, followed by high-yield funds.
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5y5y inflation swap (annual expected inflation over a 5yr period starting in 5yrs)
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